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LOT # QTY

1Auction Policies1

Third appearance of Venom. First full cover appearance of Venom.
NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #316/Key Venom2

Includes 5 prestige format comics and the Topps convention
special. NM condition.

1James Bond 007 Comic Lot3

Vintage 1970s die-cast vehicle. Truck was briefly displayed but in
overall nice condition with some storage wear. Box has some
storage wear and a dent in the bubble. There is a small hole in the
bubble and a small tear on the upper right corner. See pics for
details.

1Ford LTS Articulated Tanker Matchbox4

12 comics. Includes Circle of Blood #1-6, Fear the Reaper #1-2,
and Skin Deep #1-3. #2 comes with standard and variant covers.
NM-/NM condition.

1Kabuki David Mack Comic Lot5

Includes press kits from FOTR with slides and prints. Included is a
print signed by John Rhys-Davies who played Gimli. This
autograph has not been certified, but is believed to be genuine by
Back to the Past.

1Lord of the Rings Press Kits and Autograph Lot6

Very special issues of Spidey that deal with real world problems.
You get all pictured. NM-/NM condition.

1Spider-Man PSA Comic Lot of (5)7

Large lot of carded Matchbox die-cast vehicles. Cars are all brand
new, never opened, still in original packaging. You get all pictured.

1Matchbox Die-Cast Vehicle Lot8

15 issues in the #11-40 range. Comico. Overall VF to NM, most
are NM.

1Grendel Group of (15) #11-409

Complete 3 part series. Movie Adaptation. #1 features a
glow-in-the-dark cover! NM condition.

1Jason Goes To Hell #1-3/Topps10

LOT # QTY

7 comics. Includes Masks of the Noh #1-4 and gallery and special.
#1 comes with standard and variant covers. NM condition.

1Kabuki Masks of Noh #1-4 + More11

Cars have various degrees of storage wear. They have not been
tested. You get all pictured.

1Vintage Slot Car Lot of (9)12

2 Gumby specials from Comico. NM- condition.
1Gumby's Summer/Winter Fun Special13

First appearance of Lone Wolf and Cub in U.S. comics. NM
condition.

1Lone Wolf and Cub #1-6/First Comics14

Hand painted figurines. You get all pictured.
1Perth Pewter Figurine Lot15

Lot of (10) die-cast vehicles from the 1970s. Cars have various
degrees of playwear. You get all pictured.

1Tomica 1970s Die-Cast Car Lot16

#1-12 with an extra #12 and The Upz and Downz#1. 13 of the 14
are sealed in polybags with CDs! NM condition.

1Insane Clown Posse Comic Lot w/CDs17

Includes #60,61,62,66-69,71-74, 76 and 77. NM-/NM condition.
1Grim Jack Group of (12) #60-7718

Variant die-cut white cover art by Mark Bagley, limited to 10,000
copies. NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #400/White Variant19

Large lot of Matchbox Across America 50th Birthday Series.
Die-cast vehicles are brand new, never opened, still on original
cards. Some of the cards are missing the Proof of Purchase. You
get all pictured.

1Matchbox Across America Die-Cast Lot20

24 comics. Includes #1-18, Annual #1,2 as well as 2 specials and
Project Robinson #1. #13 comes with Silver and Gold Foil logo
covers. NM-/NM condition.

1Lost in Space #1-18 + Extras21

10 comics. #500 is a double-sized anniversary issue. NM-/NM
condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #50-58 + 50022

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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13 consecutive issues. Part of the Straczynski run. NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #37-4923

Lot of (7) die-cast Hot Wheels from the late 1970s/early 1980s.
Cars are brand new, never opened, still on original cards. Cards do
have moderate storage wear. See pics for details.

1Vintage 1970s/80s Hot Wheels24

6 consecutive issues that starts the Stracynski run on Spider-Man.
NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #30-3525

Hand painted figurines. You get all pictured.
1Perth Pewter Figurine Lot26

September 11th, 2001 tribute issue depicting various Marvel teams
and characters working alongside emergency services as New York
native, Spider-Man narrates the experience. NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #36/9-11 Issue27

Lot of MC Toys die-cast vehicles. Cars have various degrees of
playwear. You get all pictured.

1MC Toys Die-Cast Vehicle Lot28

First appearance of the second Grendel, Christine Spar. NM-/NM
condition.

1Grendel #1-10/1st Christine Spar29

11 comics. Prestige formats, specials and more. All are gorgeous
covers. David Mack, Campbell and Steranko covers! Various
publishers. You get all pictured. NM condition.

1Kabuki Comic Lot30

Includes 19 comics from various series. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

1Grendel Comic Lot of (19)31

Perfect for lovers of teeny tiny, itsy bitsy collectibles. Cars are from
various series and years and are absolutely adorable. You get all
pictured.

1Miniature Die-Cast Vehicle Lot + Display32

All 6 issues despite the covers saying #1-7. NM condition.
1Spider-Man Get Kraven #1-6 Complete33

Complete 6 part series from Tim Sale and Jeph Loeb. NM
condition.

1Spider-Man Blue #1-6 Sale/Loeb34

Mousepad, Keychain, puzzles and more. You get all pictured.
1Lord of the Rings Collectibles Lot35

Vintage 1989 die-cast fire truck. 23" long, 5 3/4" wide, and 8 1/2"
tall with ladder down. Truck is in overall good condition with some
paint scuffs. See pics for details.

1Nylint Water Cannon Fire Truck36

LOT # QTY

First print trade that collects classic McFarlane Spider-Man issues
including the first Venom! NM condition.

1Spider-Man vs Venom TPB Marvel 199037

8 comics from Dark Horse. NM condition.
1Lone Wolf 2100 #1-7 +Red File38

The Trial of Venom with embossed cover. This also comes with the
Unicef order form. NM condition.

1Spider-Man Special Edition/Unicef/Venom39

Lot of (6) vintage 1978 Model of Yesteryear vehicles. All vehicles
are with original packaging. They appear to have been briefly
displayed. You receive all pictured vehicles.

1Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear Lot40

Lot includes issue #s 418, 426-428,432,440 and 441. NM
condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man Group of (7) #418-44141

Near complete run. Includes #0 as well as the standard and variant
cover for #2. NM condition.

1Spider-Man Chapter One #1-7 + #9-1242

#5 features cover art by Dave Stevens featuring Jezebel Jade. NM-
condition.

1Jonny Quest #1-6/Comico/Key43

This lot includes Yatming and Zylmex die-cast vehicles. Cars have
various degrees of playwear. You get all pictured.

1Loose Die-Cast Vehicle Lot44

Various sizes and makers. Some are hand painted. You get all
pictured.

1Pewter/Lead Animal Figurine Lot45

44 comics! #33 is the first appearance of Ultimate Venom NM-/NM
condition.

1Ultimate Spider-Man #33-75 + Special46

19 comics. Includes #6-32 as well as #1/2 and FCBD #1. NM-/NM
condition.

1Ultimate Spider-Man #6-32 + More47

All cars are brand new, never opened and are still on the original
cards. You get all pictured.

1Hot Wheels Die-Cast Vehicle Lot48

Includes #2-4, #4 variant, and Trade Paperback sealed with issue
#0! NM condition.

1Jurassic Park Topps Comic Lot49

8 consecutive issues. NM condition.
1Lum #1-8 Viz Select Manga50

Prestige format series. Film adaptation of the Peter Lorre classic.
NM condition.

1Fritz Lang's M #1-3/Eclipse51

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Lot of (2) vintage 1970s die-cast construction vehicles. Both items
are still with the original packaging. The Scammell Tipper Truck
has a crunched bubble and a tear on the exterior flap of the box.
On the Cement Mixer, the bubble is partially detached from the
box. See pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Super Kings Matchbox Lot of (2)52

First appearance of Robotech. 1984. NM- condition.
1Macross #1/Comico Key! 1st Robotech!53

Complete 3 part series. #1 is the premiere issue of independent
comic created by Michael D. Aldred. NM condition.

1Madman #1-3/Tundra54

New in sealed package. Package has some shelf wear as pictured.
1Alice Cooper McFarlane Action Figure55

All cars are brand new, never opened and are still on the original
cards. You get all pictured.

1Matchbox Die-Cast Vehicle Lot56

Includes 7 issues from various series. Includes the Adventures
issue #1 from Tundra. NM condition.

1Madman Comic Lot of (7)57

Five-issue limited series based on the 1962 Topps trading card set.
NM condition.

1Mars Attacks #1-5/Topps58

First issue from 1991. VF+ condition.
1The Mask #1/Dark Horse59

This lot contains a Y-27 1922 Foden Steam Lorry and a Y-23 1922
AEC Omnibus both with original packaging. They appear to have
been briefly displayed and the packaging has some storage wear.
See pictures for details.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lot of (2)60

First appearance of a female version of The Mask. NM condition.
1The Mask Returns #1-4/199361

Early appearance of The Mask, referred to as Big Head. NM
condition.

1Mayhem #1-4/Key/Early Mask!62

First full appearance of Savage Dragon NM condition.
1Megaton #3/Key/1st Full Savage Dragon63

A lot of loose vehicles. They all have various degrees of play wear.
You receive all that are pictured.

1Majorette Die-Cast Vehicle Lot64

You get all pictured. All are unused. Excellent condition.
1Lord of the Ring/Planner/Calendar/More Lot65

9 comics from DDP and Image. You get all pictured. NM condition.
1Micronauts Comic Lot66

LOT # QTY

8 comics. Includes the #2issue from Eclipse with an amazing Dave
stevens cover! NM condition.

1Mr. Monster Comic Lot/Key Dave Stevens67

All cars are brand new, never opened and are still on the original
cards. You get all pictured.

1Hot Wheels Die-Cast Vehicle Lot68

Includes several issues of the fan club magazine and other related
Lord of the Rings publications. You get all pictured. Varied wear.

1Lord of the Rings Magazine Lot69

18 comics. Includes #1-14, 16-18 and #0. #14 is a preview
appearance of Hellboy. NM- to NM range.

1Next Men Comic Lot/Key Hellboy70

6 comics. Includes the official movie adaptation, Special Edition,
#1-3 of the Adventure Magazine and the #1 from IDW. NM
condition.

1Rocketeer Comic Lot71

Vintage 1980s plastic cement mixer by Tonka. The vehicle
measures approximately 18 3/4" in length, 9" in width and 13 1/2"
tall. The cement mixer turns well. The vehicle is in overall good
condition with light scuffing and some play/storage wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Tonka Mighty Diesel Cement Mixer72

7 comics. Includes Ray Bradbury Comics #1-4 (Topps), Tales of
Terror Special #1 and Chronicles #1-2 (prestige format). NM
condition.

1Ray Bradbury Comic Lot73

Vintage lot of figurines. Most are built and a few are painted. You
get all pictured.

1Cameo Personalities Metal Figurine Lot74

11 comics. #1 is a first printing. 1995, Sirius. NM condition.
1Poison Elves #1 + #3-1375

This lot contains (2) vintage 1971 formula racecars: Thunderclap
and a Lightning. Both come with their original boxes, however, they
do display signs of storage wear, focused on the bubbles which are
heavily crunched and slightly detached from the packaging. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Vintage Matchbox Speed Kings Lot of (2)76

7 comics. Includes Spider-Man/Punisher Family Plot #1-2, Quality
of Life #1-4, Made Men and the Osborn Journal. NM condition.

1Spider-Man One-Shot/Mini-Series Lot77

14 comics. Includes #1-4 from the first Dark Horse Series and
issues #2,4-12 and 14 from the NOW series. #12 is the first
appearance of John Connor in comics. NM-/NM condition.

1Terminator Dark Horse/Now Comic Lot78

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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First edition hardcover with dustjacket. NM condition.
1Spider-Man Fearful Symmetry/Kraven 1st Ed.79

This lot includes loose and new in packaging vehicles. The loose
vehicles have various degrees of playwear while those in
packaging have various degrees of storage wear as well. You
receive all items which are pictured.

1Variety of Ertl Die-Cast Vehicles Lot80

NYCC 2009 Amazing Spider-man New Ways to Die Variant
Hardcover Limited to 200 copies. This book collects Amazing
Spider-Man issues #568-573. Sealed, NM condition.

1Spider-Man New Ways to Die LE Variant HC81

Collecting Fantastic Four #48,50. First edition trade from 1992. NM
condition.

1Silver Surfer The Coming of Galactus82

1995 limited edition flip book. NM condition.
1Rune/Silver Surfer #1/Collector's Edition83

All vehicles are brand new, never opened, still on their original
cards. You receive all pictured.

1Racing Champions Die-Cast Vehicle Lot of (6)84

#1 features a red holofoil cover. NM condition.
1Venom Lethal Protector #1-285

3 binders. 2 of the binders have B1-B9 subsets inside. Included is a
print signed by John Rhys-Davies who played Gimli. This
autograph has not been certified, but is believed to be genuine by
Back to the Past.

1Lord of the Rings Card/Binder/Autograph Lot86

7 consecutive issues. VF+ to NM- condition.
1Silver Surfer #139-14587

These vehicles are all from 1978/79. All vehicles come with their
original boxes and have been briefly displayed. Packaging has
various degrees of storage wear. You receive all items pictured.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lot of (5)88

Lot includes issues 60-64 and 67-75. NM condition.
1Silver Surfer group of (13) #60-7589

9 comics. Includes Special Collectors Edition #1-2, End Game #1-3
and The Enemy within #1-4. NM condition.

1Terminator Dark Horse/Now Comic Lot90

Dark Horse trades from 1989. NM condition.
1Outlanders Volume 1 + 2 TPB 198991

All (5) cars are loose and have various degrees of storage wear.
You receive all items pictured.

1Superior Die-Cast Vehicles Lot of (5)92

11 comics. Includes Shi: Ju-Nen #1,2 Kaidan #1, Rekishi #1-2 and
Tomoe #0,1,2,3, Fan Appreciation #1 and Tome/Witchblade #1.
NM- to NM condition.

1Billy Tucci's Shi/Tomoe Comic Lot93

LOT # QTY

11 comics. #50 and #75 are foil embossed. NM condition.
1Silver Surfer #50-59 + #7594

Hand painted figurines. You get all pictured. One is not painted and
2 need repairs.

1Perth Pewter Figurine Lot95

All cars are brand new, never opened and are still on the original
cards. You get all pictured.

1Hot Wheels Die-Cast Vehicle Lot96

Silver (1st print) and Gold (2nd) print hologram covers. NM
condition.

1Web of Spider-Man #90 Gold+ Silver97

Rare hologram free error cover! NM condition.
1Web of Spider-Man #90 Error Copy98

16 comics. Includes #1-12, Fan Appreciation #1,2,6 and #5 variant.
NM condition.

1Billy Tucci's Shi #1-12 + More99

This lot contains (2) 2002 Hot Wheels die-cast vehicle carrying
cases, which each box will hold 24 separate vehicles. Both have
varying degrees of storage wear and one box does have slight
staining on the front. See pictures for further condition details.

1Hot Wheels Die-Cast Carrying Case Lot of (2)100

Silver (1st print) and Gold (2nd) print hologram covers. NM
condition.

1Spectacular Spider-Man #189 Gold+ Silver101

McFarlane Toys. New in sealed package.
1Ozzy Osbourne Bark at the Moon Figure102

8 comics. Includes Hunters and Killers #1-3, Secondary Objective
#1-4 and the One-Shot with the first appearance of Sarah Connor
in comics. NM condition.

1Terminator Dark Horse Comic Lot103

These vehicles are brand new and are still in the plastic display
case. You received all vehicles that are pictured.

1New Ray Die-Cast Vehicle Lot of (8)104

Resurrection of Thanos. NM condition.
1Silver Surfer #34/Thanos Resurrection105

Vintage hand painted lead miniatures. Some are in need of repair
as pictured.

1Squadron/Rubin/Valiant Miniatures106

18 issues. One-shots, variants, an anniversary special and more.
You get all pictured. NM- to NM range.

1Billy Tucci's Shi Comic Lot107

Vintage 1960s vehicle by Nylint. The vehicle measures
approximately 22" long, 6 1/4" wide, and 5 3/4" tall. Vehicle has
rusting, paint wear and is missing a wheel. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Nylint Grader-Loader Model 3000108

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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16 comics. Includes #198-201 229,240,249,250,255,259-263 and
annuals #9 and 10. #200 is the death of Green Goblin, Harry
Osborn. NM condition.

1Spectacular Spider-Man Group of (16)109

Silver and gold editions. NM condition.
1Spider-Man #1 Silver/Gold McFarlane110

First appearance of the Infinity Gauntlet. NM- condition.
1Silver Surfer #44/1st Infinity Gauntlet111

Vintage K-53 Hot Fire Engine and K-56 Maserati Bora from 1975.
Both vehicles come with their original packaging. The two boxes
have various levels of storage wear and the bubble for the Maserati
Bora has been crunched and slightly detached from the packaging.
See pictures for further condition details.

1Matchbox Speed Kings Lot of (2)112

First appearance and origin of Spider-Man 2099. NM condition.
1Spider-Man 2099 #1-4/1st Spidey 2099113

10 comics. Includes the foil embossed #50. NM condition.
1Silver Surfer #38/40/41/42/45-50114

Includes Calendars, Reelcoinz and Mouse pads. All are new. You
get all pictured.

1Lord of the Rings Collectibles Lot115

Cars are from varying manufacturing companies and all have their
display case, all are new in case except for the 1955 Chrysler
C-300 which is loose in the case and the case has a scratch mark.
You receive all that are pictured.

1Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot of (5)116

27 consecutive issues from the Spider-Man series started by Todd
McFarlane in 1990.  NM condition.

1Spider-Man (McFarlane) #1-27117

Copies ordered by retailers: 20,257 and 14,646 respectively. #6
features stories by Jim Mahfood, Scott Morse and one-page
art/story by Stan Sakai. NM condition.

1Simpsons Treehouse of Horror #4 + #6118

Copies ordered by retailers: 16,720 and 15,480 respectively. #7
has stories by Stan Sakai, Garth Ennis and Mark Hamill. #8 has
stories by Scott Shaw, Ty Templeton and Gail Simone. NM
condition.

1Simpsons Treehouse of Horror #7 + #8119

This vintage die-cast Matchbox vehicle comes with the original box.
The car is in overall good condition except it does have moderate
paint chipping and the box displays signs of storage wear, with
writing and slight tearing on the exterior flaps. See pictures for
further condition details.

11965 Matchbox 75 Ferrari Berlinetta120

LOT # QTY

Copies ordered by retailers: 14,123 and 13,899 respectively. #9
has stories by Paul Dini and Gary Spencer Millidge with a pin-up by
Phil Noto. #10 has stories written by Pat Boone, Gene Simmons,
Rob Zombie and Alice Cooper. NM condition.

1Simpsons Treehouse of Horror #9 + #10121

5 issues from 1975. Based on the cult classic TV show. VF to VF+
range.

1Space 1999 #1-4 + 6 Charlton (1975)122

10 comics. Featuring a number of #1 and collector editions. You
get all pictured. Nm condition.

1Simpsons #1s and More Comic Lot123

1:87 scale, the cars are brand new, still in the original plastic
cases. You get all pictured.

1Malibu International Lmt. Die0Cast Lot of (6)124

16 comics. Includes #3,6,22,23,25-3035-37 and Annuals #2,3 and
5. VF+ to NM range.

1Silver Surfer Group of (16) #3-37 + More125

20 comics. Includes variants and a San Diego convention
exclusive. NM- to NM range.

1Snowman Comic Lot126

Limited to 3000. Nice shape in original box.
1Witchblade Glove Ornament127

Includes Tonka, Matchbox, and more! Vehicles are all brand new,
still in the original packaging. All boxes present various degrees of
storage wear. You receive all items pictured.

1Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot128

9 comics. 2 complete 4 part series. Also included is the Untamed, a
digest sized issue from Dark Horse. NM condition.

1Tarzan/Predator #1-4 + John Carter #1-4 + More129

Five-issue limited series that was adapted into a film. NM
condition.

1300 #1-5 Frank Miller130

Limited to 3000. 1st appearance of Katchoo and Francine. VF+
condition with printing defect on back covrr.

1Strangers in Paradise #1/1st Print131

Vehicles are from 1973/75/77. All cars are with the original boxes
and appear to be in great condition. The boxes have various
degrees of storage wear. You receive all items pictured.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lot of (5)132

Conclusion of the three-part series. NM- condition.
1Strangers in Paradise #3/1st Print133

Reprinting the first issue. VF+ to NM- condition.
1Strangers in Paradise #1/Gold134

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Jim Lee variant cover! NM condition.
1Strangers in Paradise #1 (1996) Variant135

Vehicles are in overall great condition, with some minor storage
wear. You receive all cars pictured.

1Gearbox Die-Cast Car Lot of (5)136

5 vintage figures in various stages of completion. You get all
pictured.

1Osprey New Hope Design Lead Miniatures137

All 14 issues from the 1994 series from Abstract. NM- to NM range.
1Strangers in Paradise #1-14 Complete138

52 comics. Includes standard and variant covers for issue #16
(Xena homage) and the Lyrics and Poems one-shot. NM- to NM
range.

1Strangers in Paradise #1-40 + 42-51 + 1-Shot139

Vehicles are loose and have various degrees of storage wear. You
receive all items pictured.

11970s Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot of (6)140

Includes #366-375,378,379 and Annuals #20,23 and 24. #375 is
the first appearance of Ann Weying, Eddie Brock’s ex-wife who
later becomes She-Venom. NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man Lot of (15)/Key141

8 comics. You get all pictured. NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #351-357 + 358142

#363 is the third appearance of Carnage. #365 features a 5-page
preview of Spider-Man 2099 with a hologram cover. NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #363-365/Keys143

Vehicles are from 1973/75/77. All cars are with the original boxes
and appear to be in great condition. The boxes have various
degrees of storage wear. The bubbles for the 1938 Ladonda Coupe
and 1938 Hispano Suiza are torn. You receive all items pictured.

1Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Lot of (6)144

Hard to find retailer incentive variant. #1D. NM condition.
1Transformers Generation 1 Retailer Variant145

14 comics. Includes #1-5, some variants, Armada #1, preview
edition and The War Within #1. NM condition.

1Transformers Generation 1 #1-5 + Extras146

From X-Plus. New with original hangtag.
1Ray Harryhausen Centaur Figure147

Vehicles are brand new, never opened, still on original cards. You
get all pictured.

1Matchbox Die-Cast Vehicle Lot148

9 comics. Includes appearances by Venom, Doc Ock and many
more! VF+ to NM range.

1Amazing Spider-Man #333-339 + #349/350149

LOT # QTY

Includes 3 issues of the Volume 2 series. #9 has a hologram cover
and comes with 3-D glasses. NM condition.

1Twilight Zone NOW Comics Lot150

Lot includes #40,41,44-52,75,89,996-98 and 1997 and 2001
Annuals. #49 is the first full appearance of the Virus, a metal
nano-virus that overtakes its host. NM condition.

1Peter Parker, Spider-Man Lot of (18)/Key151

Lot of (5) die-cast vehicles from the Road Champs and Road
Legends series. Cars are all new in their plastic cases; the 1969
Pontiac Firebird is loose in case. You get all pictured.

1Road Champs/Legends Die-Cast Vehicle Lot152

First 5 issues of the 1982 series from Pacific Comics (PC). NM- to
Nm range.

1Twisted Tales #1-5 Corben/Wrightson153

Complete 3 part series. NM condition.
1Ultraman #1-3 Ultracomics (1993)154

All are sealed.
1Superior Vintage Metal Figurines155

Vintage K-33 Citroen SM from 1971 and K-48 Mercedes 350 SLC
from 1973. Both vehicles come with their original packaging. The
two boxes have various levels of storage wear with some bubble
crunching. See pictures for further condition details.

1Matchbox Speed Kings Lot of (2)156

5 comics. Includes #1, #2 standard and variant as well as Negative
One #1 standard and variant covers. NM condition.

1Ultraman Nemesis Comic Lot157

Includes figures from various series and an 8 inch scale rotocast
vinyl bank.

1Star Wars Toy/Collectibles Box Lot158

One-shot with wraparound cover art by Stan Sakai. First reprint of
Usagi Yojimbo first appearance from Albedo #2 (1984). NM
condition.

1Usagi Yojimbo Summer Special #1 (1986)159

Includes Snoopy, Minnie Mouse, Big Boy, and more! Years range
from the 70s to the 90s. Vehicles have various degrees of storage
and paint wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1Cartoon Character Toy Vehicle Lot of (11)160

Includes #1,2,11,18,25,26 and 29-39. NM condition.
1Peter Parker, Spider-Man Lot of (17)161

First time Venom is depicted with a long tongue and drool, a
significant addition to Venom's design, added by Erik Larsen. NM
condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #332/Key Venom162

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT # QTY

Second appearance of Venom. First partial cover appearance of
Venom. NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #315/2nd Venom163

Includes Hot Wheels, Road Champs, Tonka, and more! Cars are
brand new, never opened, and still in the original packaging.
Packaging has various degrees of wear, and the Tonka box is
ripped. You get all cars pictured.

1Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot164

Comics from Frank Miller's second Daredevil run. Lot includes
#227-233,236,241 and 257. #232 is the first appearance of Nuke.
NM- to NM range.

1Daredevil Group of (10) #227-257165

14 consecutive issues. Features the acclaimed Fall From Grace
story arc. NM condition.

1Daredevil #319-332/Fall From Grace166

4 vintage figures with 2 stands. You get all pictured.
1Fine art Castings Metal Figurine Lot167

Lot includes two vintage 1971 vehicles: K-19 Scammell Tipper
Truck and K-8 Caterpillar Traxcavator. Vehicles come with the
original packaging have been briefly displayed. The boxes show
various degrees of storage wear, the Scammell Tipper Truck has a
torn bubble and a rip on one of the exterior flaps. See pictures for
further condition details.

1Matchbox Super Kings Lot of (2)168

First print. Collects Vampirella (1992 1st Comic Series) #1-4. NM-
condition.

1Vampirella Dracula War TPB 1st Print169

6 issues. Includes 3 McFarlane covers. NM- to NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #323-325/329-331170

4 comics. #2,3 and 5 feature Adam Hughes covers. Harris, 1992.
NM condition.

1Vampirella #2-5 Adam Hughes171

All new in their plastic display cases. Cases have light scuffing.
You receive all items pictured.

1Road Champs Die-Cast Lot of (6)172

First print. 1992, Harris Comics. NM condition.
1Vampirella #1/Adam Hughes173

15 comics. Includes #287-290,292-300,307 and 309. Appearances
by Punisher, Bullseye, Kingpin and more. NM condition.

1Daredevil Group of (15) #287-309174

4 consecutive McFarlane issues. NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #319-322175

All new, never opened in the original packaging. Packaging has
various degrees of storage wear. You receive all items pictured.

1Hot Wheels Die-Cast Vehicle Lot176

LOT # QTY

Complete 5 part mini-series. NM condition.
1Daredevil The Man Without Fear #1-5177

Lot of (2) 16" x 20" posters. Sealed. As these were made in 2007,
the markers are presumed to be dried out.

1Godzilla Velvet Poster Lot178

4 issues from the Harris series. #1 features a red foil cover. NM
condition.

1Vengeance of Vampirella #1/2/3/5179

Includes: Maisto, Crayola, Gearbox and more! Cars are brand new,
never opened, still in the original boxes. Boxes have various
degrees of storage wear. You receive all pictured items.

1Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot180

All McFarlane issues. #317 is the fourth appearance of Venom. NM
condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #313/314/317181

#10 is the second appearance, origin and first cover appearance of
Echo, Maya Lopez. #11 is the 3rd appearance. NM condition.

1Daredevil #10/11/12 Key Echo!182

3 consecutive issues. #312 features a battle of Green Goblin vs
Hobgoblin. NM condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #310-312/McFarlane183

All vehicles are brand new, never opened, still on their original
cards. Cards have moderate to heavy creasing, price stickers, and
some bubble wear.  See pictures for further condition details, you
receive all pictured.

11970s/80s Matchbox Vehicle Lot184

Various sizes , styles and makers. You get all pictured.
1Superhero Action Figure Lot185

7 comics. Includes the Child's Play Graphic Novel as well as
comics with team-ups by Shi, Elektra and Bullseye. You get all
pictured. NM condition.

1Daredevil Team-Up Lot186

Includes the first team appearance of Styx & Stone. NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #307-309/McFarlane187

Three vehicles are brand new, the 1953 Chevrolet 3100 truck is
loose in the display case. The cases have light scuffing. See
pictures for further condition details.

1Misc. Die-Cast Vehicle Lot of (4)188

Includes a vintage program, activity book, filmbook, sheet music
and more. Varied wear as pictured.

1Lord of the Rings Vintage/Modern Collectibles189

First appearance of Blackheart, son of Mephisto. NM- condition.
1Daredevil #270/1st Blackheart190
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LOT # QTY

#306 features a homage to Action Comics #1 homage. NM
condition.

1Amazing Spider-Man #304-306/McFarlane191

Various companies and years, includes both vintage and modern.
Vehicles have various degrees of storage wear, ranging from minor
to heavy. Includes some packaged vehicles and some plastic cars.
You receive all items pictured.

1All the Rest Die-Cast Vehicle Lot192

#19 is a preview of Pitt and 1st cover appearance of Pitt. NM
condition.

1Malibu Sun #14/18/19/33 1st Pitt Cover193

Early McFarlane Spider-Man comics. NM- to NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #302 + #303/McFarlane194

Desk calendar, bookmarks, trinket tins and more. You get all
pictured.

1Lord of the Rings - All The Rest195

Vintage steel-pressed crane by Nylint. This crane measures
approximately 17 1/2" long, 6 1/2" wide, and 21 1/2" tall with crane
extended. Vehicle has moderate paint wear and some rusting. The
bottom string crank does work; the top one is stuck and will not
turn; it may just need some tlc. See pics for details.

11960s Nylint Jumbo Michigan Crane196

Classic cover art by Todd McFarlane. Nm condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #301/Classic McFarlane197

First appearance and origin of Cloak & Dagger. VF+/NM- condition.
1Spectacular Spider-Man #64/Key198

Box lot of figures, a Warner Brothers studio store Robin plus, and
much more. You get all pictured.

1Action Figures/Toys - All The Rest199

This vehicle from 1973, comes with the original packaging. The
vehicle has been briefly displayed and packaging displays signs of
storage wear, and the front bubble is crunched and slightly
detached from the box. There appears to have been a price sticker
which has been previously removed as there is some residue left
over on the front right hand corner. See pictures for further
condition details.

1Matchbox Super Kings K-37 Leyland Tipper200

First full appearance of Carnage. NM-/NM condition.
1Amazing Spider-Man #361/Key 1st Carnage201
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